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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/cisco-appdynamics-recognized-leader-gartner-150900779.html

Next Generation of Business iQ: Simplifies Complex 
Business Problems to Power Data-driven Decisions

Perspica Technologies: Machine Learning Speeds 
Up Transformation of Data into Real-time Insights

IoT & Network Monitoring: Provides Full Visibility 
from End-User Interactions on Connected Devices 
to Microservices Performance Across Multiple 
Clouds

Developer Toolkit: Improves App Team 
Collaboration with Development Lifecycle 
Transparency
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Agents deployed on any cloud



... watch all line of code …



... And automatically discover business 
transactions (login) …



Developers, operations professional and 
business owners …

Developers are able to 
quickly diagnose and 

determine root cause by 
viewing stack traces, 

database calls and correlated 
log statements

Operations 
Professionals can focus 
on end to end business 
transaction instead of 
monitoring individual 

services

Business owners can monitor 
real time business 

performance metrics such as 
revenue and conversion rate 

driving better business 
outcome



https://www.appdynamics.com/free-trial/





AppD Platform



Smart camera



Development Mode



Mean Time Business Awareness

Classic CEO and his IT 
standard Metrics :

Mainframe, job 
runs, uptime, 
throughput

Line Of Business business 
standard business 

metrics :

Revenue, churn 
rate, customer 

retention



Mean Time Business Awareness



BusinessIQ



Is your application fast?



Is your application fast?



Is your application fast?





















HyperFlex - Hyper converged infrastructure
Quickly deploy HyperFlex with HyperFlex Installer



HyperFlex - Hyper converged infrastructure
Monitor HyperFlex health and Performance with 
HyperFlex Connect



Model App



Deploy App



Monitor App



Nasdaq, Williams-Sonoma, Cisco





Lloyds Bank



Okta



United Airlines



Death by a 1000 queries and it’s causing major issue with account lookup 
function.

Double click User Experience

Double click Error

544 108



Fewer users pushed 
to version 2 (3206)

Conversion increased from 
4% to 14%)

Revenue increased 
4X



AppDynamics – Exec Dashboard AppDynamics – User Journey Dashboard

Click on Checkout

Click on Slow

.. Reveals the code level details of 
database and location causing the 

problem.



https://learninglabs.cisco.com/labs/tags/AppDynamics/page/1
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1 multitenancy
dashboard

Application dependency map

Export & search process

Policy Analysis

Player Outliers
Sensor status

Search hosts



https://dcloud.cisco.com
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Username :
amdemo1@dcloud.cisco.com

Password :
C1sco12345

https://dcloud.cisco.com/


Cisco Story

20GB+ per VM
Average resize
memory recovered

50% Reduction
Of over-provisioned
memory

$1 Million+
Cost avoidance

4,200 vCPUs
Recovered

2,200+ new VMs
Equivalent capacity recovered

80% less contention
Among Virtual Clusters

600+ VMs upsized
Automatically since Feb 10, 
with no downtime

Outcomes
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Example 1





Executive summary of key components of two enterprise applications. Drilling Down into Front End …

AppDynamics – Exec Dashboard



… reveals user Journey. Checkout is critical to driving conversions. Drilling down into Checkout …

AppDynamics – User Journey Dashboard



… reveals detailed timing and navigation data for checkout. Scroll down to Checkout Details.

Time to Service End User Request = 5142 ms

Time to Process Business Transaction = 4716 ms

Client-Side 
Events 426 msServer-Side Events 4716 ms



Checkout details. Drill Down to Checkout …



Agents automatically detected 
topological representation of all the 
components and codes executed to 

generate response to checkout request

Based on dynamic 
baseline, flow map 
shows categorization of 
transaction in the 
respective performance 
ranges by percentile. 
We can drill down in 
particular range to 
quickly diagnose what 
is affecting those 
transactions.

Transaction Flow Map

Ecommerce services

Inventory services



Drilling down into a transaction with very slow user 
experience we see individual snapshots of each 

transactions



Shows actual execution flow map for that specific 
transaction. In this case browser session connected to e-

commerce  server which invoked the inventory server. 
Drilling down into inventory Server …



.. shows code path of transactions and drill down show …



.. Slow JDBC flow contributed to poor performance. Finally drilling down into the JDBC call …



.. Reveals the code level details of database and location causing the problem.



AppDynamics provide comprehensive platform for monitoring performance of 
complex distributed applications from native mobile and browser based 
applications all the way to back end server side applications written in different 
languages using wide variety of infrastructure, network and databases  providing 
advanced application analytics capabilities for capturing the business outcomes 
achieved through the applications  

Mobile apps 2

Browser apps 3

Applications 7

Databases 8 Servers 16 Analytics



Example 2



Latest version 1 code release



Jump back 1 hour
Start time = 6 AM

Lack of real time 
visibility in terms of 
business 
conversion, user 
experience and 
application health

Tools in place are 
siloed and 
unconnected. 
Marketing teams 
might have visibility 
into conversions 
with google 
analytics and they 
can’t connect that 
data with what is 
happening with IT 
and understand 
how new releases 
or application 
performance 
affects business 
conversion.



1. two primary 
functions for 

generating revenue : 
online store and 

providing 3rd party 
marketing offers to 

it’s user.

3. Real time visibility 
into marketing 

offers subsystem. 

2. Break down 
organizational 

boundaries end 
enable all teams to 

understand how they 
can contribute to 

business goals.

4. Track key business 
performance 

indicator : Number 
of active users, 

percentage of users 
that are receiving 
and converting on 

marketing offers and 
overall revenue 

generated



5. Integration with 
CI platform 
(Jenkins). 

Operations team 
can see when dev or 
release team push 

new version of 
application

6. New release push 
has major impact on 
user experience and 

user conversion

7. Majority of users 
authenticate and 
begin to sign in 

account profile and 
there is 80% 

abandon rate in 
funnel before user 
receive marketing 

offer

8. There is critical 
issue affecting 

response time with 
account profile

9. IT needs to 
investigate problem 
which seams driving 

down business 
conversion



Double click User Experience



Application Dashboard



Go to custom timeframe and bring version 1 release



Back end services : java micro services running inside Docker containers in amazon 
ec2 environment. AppD automatically discover and create dynamic maps in real 
time showing how transactions are flowing end to end.



One of the customer in online payment 
space on average 95 distinct services 
areinvoked for every customer request 



Appd is the only platform which provide and 
to end picture of your system : googlemap
for your won application





AppD baseline technology allows to 
intelligently learn and proactively alert 
performance problems. In this example 
response time is above baseline after new 
code drop.



Real-time scoring of transactions 
against individual baseline show 
that one of our business 
transaction is in currently in critical 
state.



AppD automatically discovers and categorize incoming requests into 
appropriate business transactions. This is critical because allows us to 
place  emphasize on what is really important – how users experiencing 
and using site. Users are locking into  their account information's, 
checking out, looking account history … Each busines stransaction 
represent different work in system and each one is baseline individually. 
If there is problem appd tell us exact business function (transaction) 
which is degraded. We can drill in ...



.. and understand what is happening with that transactions. If we need 
to engage support or dev team we can go to right team who owns 
account lookup service as opposed to get all dev team involved in war 
room.

When we drill down 
into account lookup 

transaction appd
shows us end to end 

transaction. Front end 
web tier

Back end  data service running a docker

MySQL database



Average response time 
is not bad 2.6 Sec



Transaction scorecard 
gives real-time visibility 

and percentage of 
transactions that are 
completing normally, 
have response time 

problems or errors. Real 
time scoring is done for 
100% of all transactions 
and tells immediately if 

they have one off or 
systemic problem. Clos 
to 10% of transactions 
are slow or very slow. 
Drill Down into Very 

Slow …



Average transaction response time is 2.6 sec. 
Looking into  Transactions snapshot we see 

number of outliers running at 15+ sec all the 
way up to 19 sec. Drill down into specific 

transactions.



AppD automatically scanned through each 
segment of transaction  request. Operations 
or support engineers who might not written 

the code. AppD provide intelligence to 
automatically highlight things like : Degraded 

device indication, long running methods, poor 
SQL queries. Drill Down into call graph to see 

source code  …



Start wit the web tier and we can see all the 
method executed … web tier is making a 
downstream rest service to one or more 

service



We can drill into http calls and see that one 
call is critically degrades. 98% of time or 18 

sec spent calling account profile services. Drill 
Down into the call.



Looking into the code running at downstream 
service code stack is very simple and we 
spent a lot of time to get account profile 

method at line 74. 

It seams we are making two 
distinct calls back to mySQL

database. Drilling into a call …



AppD captured initial SQL 
query  and dev team let a 
poor written query using 
a wildcard in production. 
Query returns over 96k 
results. Code is iterating 
through retrieving  and 
processing every results 

one at a time. We call this 
death by a 1k queries and 

it’s causing major issue 
with account lookup 

function.



We can easily grab a link 
and share findings with 

teams



After fix is pushed in new 
release



We can verify fix



In version two we added new architectural 
component docker data services version 2 

which calls into a back end mongo instance. 
We moved account functionality form mySQL

to Mongo

Response time is now below baseline which 
improve overall user experience. 



Jump into release analytics dashboard



Fewer users pushed 
to version 2 (3206)

Conversion increased from 
4% to 14%)

Revenue increased 
4X


